Multidimensional aggregation queries constitute the single most important class of queries for data warehousing applications and decision support systems. The bottleneck in the evaluation of these queries is the join of the usually huge fact table with the restricted dimension tables (star-join). Recently, a multidimensional hierarchical clustering schema for star schemas is suggested. Subsequently, query evaluation plans for multidimensional queries appeared that essentially implement a star join as a multidimensional range restriction.
INTRODUCTION
Multidimensional aggregation queries constitute the single most important class of queries for data warehousing applications and decision support systems. Warehouse data are usually modeled using a multidimensional data model. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. DOLAP'03, November 7, 2003 Most data warehouses implemented following the relational approach use the star schema [9, 2] to represent the multidimensional data model where a fact table is surrounded by a number of dimension tables. The dimension tables represent hierarchies specifying different aggregation levels i.e., different granularities of viewing data. Conceptually, a multidimensional aggregation query restricts dimension tables, joins the resulting tables with the fact table and then groups and aggregates the joined table.
The bottleneck in the evaluation of multidimensional aggregation queries is the join of the usually huge fact table with the restricted dimension tables (called star-join). Bitmapped indexes [12] and variations have been the most popular choice for dealing with star-joins and the focus of extensive research [13, 14, 1] . However, in many cases multidimensional access methods outperform bit-mapped indexing methods [14] . This remark suggested that multidimensional access methods might be better suited for data warehousing applications. Multidimensional aggregation queries restrict hierarchy attributes over multiple dimensions. Multidimensional access methods [5] cluster data with respect to multiple dimensions, and are used in spatial DBMS to efficiently compute multidimensional range queries. Clustering a onedimensional hierarchy is a well known technique [19] . Subsequently, a multidimensional hierarchically clustering access method for the fact table that combined both techniques was introduced in [11] in order to speed up multidimensional aggregation queries.
The new star schema organization triggered research in both directions: (a) finding new physical operators and algorithms for their implementation that would take advantage of the new data structures, and (b) finding efficient query evaluation plans involving the new physical operators that could be integrated in query optimizers.
With respect to the first direction, the Tetris algorithm [11] is a generalization of a multidimensional range query algorithm that efficiently combines sort operations with the evaluation of multidimensional restrictions. It operates with any multidimensional access method that creates a disjoint partitioning of the multidimensional space. Compared to the access methods of commercial systems for grouping/aggregation queries it shows significant speedups, important temporary storage requirement reduction for the sorting process, and multiple times faster production of the first results of a sort operation [11, 10] .
With respect to the second direction, the query evaluation plans presented in [15, 8] consider that the fact table is hierarchically clustered with respect to multiple dimensions.
General transformation rules in the presence of dependencies were investigated in [16] . Interestingly, it became immediately apparent that prior work on partially or totally pushing group by operations past one or more join operations (also called eager aggregation transformation) [17, 3, 18, 7, 4] could be applied to these plans to partially group and aggregate tuples that are selected from the fact table. This transformation is not possible in traditional star schemas where no information about the hierarchies is encoded in the fact table. Contribution In this paper we present a new query evaluation plan for multidimensional aggregation queries that fully exploits the properties of a multidimensional hierarchically clustered star schema. This plan exploits: (a) multidimensional range query algorithms to implement expensive star-join operations as multidimensional range restrictions on the fact table followed by merge-join operations with restrictions of the dimension tables, and (b) the sorting feature of the Tetris algorithm to group selected fact table tuples on compound surrogate attributes that encode hierarchy information. We present a number of transformations that allow placing early grouping/aggregation operations at different levels of the processing of a query before the joins of fact table tuples with the dimension tables. These operations can be performed at no or minimal extra I/O cost by exploiting the sort order of intermediate result relations. We also present transformations that allow a safe pruning of aggregated tuples. We show how these transformations can be used to construct the new query evaluation plan. These contributions importantly improve previous results on evaluating multidimensional aggregation queries [15, 8] by grouping and aggregating tuples and by excluding aggregated tuples from further consideration at an early stage of the processing of a query.
Outine
The next section presents a multidimensional hierarchical clustering method for star schemas. Section 3 describes the class of queries considered, and the operators used in constructing the evaluation plans. In Section 4, we introduce the transformations for the evaluation plans. In Section 5, we present an evaluation plan that fully exploits these transformations. Section 6 concludes and suggests further work.
STAR SCHEMAS AND MULTIDIMEN-SIONAL HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING
In a multidimensional view of data there is a set of numeric measures that are the metrics of interest. Each of the measures is uniquely determined by a set of different and often independent dimensions. A multidimensional database organized as a star consists of a fact [9] . There are two sets of functional dependencies (FDs) that hold on dimension tables: (a) FDs of the form 'a hierarchy attribute functionally determines a hierarchy attribute at a higher (coarser) aggregation level', e.g., Day → Month and City → State. (b) FDs of the form 'a hierarchy attribute functionally determines a feature attribute that characterizes it', e.g., Category → CategoryDesc and ProductNo → UnitPrice. Other FDs are derived from the FDs in these sets. For instance, a hierarchy attribute determines all the hierarchy attributes at higher levels and all the feature attributes that characterize hierarchy attributes at the same or higher levels.
Assuming that the values of the hierarchy attributes in a dimension hierarchy form a tree, where the root of the tree is a dummy value 'all', dimension hierarchies can be encoded as described in [10] . Each value v i of a hierarchy attribute in a dimension is assigned an ordinal value o( 
are the ancestor values of v i in the tree (except the root value) and H k is the highest hierarchy attribute in the dimension. Clearly, this assignment of ordinal values defines a one-to-one onto mapping between the values of the hierarchy attributes and their compound surrogates. A binary representation is used for surrogates and additional bits are reserved to account for new values of hierarchy attributes. The overall number of bits necessary to store the compound surrogate is small and does not generate a significant space cost overhead.
In order to achieve a multidimensional hierarchical clustering of the fact table we use the compound surrogate values of the lowest hierarchy attributes of the dimension tables. The star schema presented above is modified to a new star schema organized as follows. Each dimension using a multidimensional access method on the compound surrogate attributes. Any multidimensional access method can be used as far as it provides a disjoint partitioning of the multidimensional space, e.g. a space filling curve in combination with a one-dimensional access method [5] . Figure  2 (a) shows the star schema of Figure 1 (a) modified using compound surrogate attributes. For the rest of the paper we assume that queries are defined over a star schema that includes the compound surrogates.
Notation. Letter F denotes the fact table, and symbols Di, i = 1, . . . , n, denote the dimension tables. Subscripted and superscripted letters H and F denote hierarchy and feature attributes respectively. Subscripts specify dimensions and superscripts specify hierarchy levels. For instance, attribute H 3 1 is the hierarchy attribute of dimension table D1 at the third hierarchy level. Level 1 is the lowest hierarchy level in a dimension hierarchy, and level ki is the highest hierarchy level of dimension Di. Letters in bold denote sets or lists of attributes. Symbol Ci denotes the compound surrogate attribute of dimension Di. For the needs of this paper we assume that Ci is a composite attribute:
We often project or join on the component attributes of Ci. Notice that the FD C 
ki] also holds on Di. These properties are important. As we will show later, they allow an early application of grouping and aggregation operations on compound surrogate attributes in the evaluation of a multidimensional aggregation query.
THE CLASS OF QUERIES CONSIDERED AND PHYSICAL OPERATORS
We consider multidimensional aggregation queries of the following form. πX;A denotes the generalized projection operator [7] (group- We also use the operators below that are specific to the organization of the multidimensional database. 
THE MAIN TRANSFORMATIONS
We present in this section the main transformations that are used in constructing the new evaluation plan for multidimensional aggregation queries.
The first transformation is called partial early grouping. It is applied to an evaluation plan that joins two relations R1 and R2 and then groups and aggregates the resulting relation. Both relations R1 and R2 contribute to the grouping attributes. The transformation adds an early grouping/aggregation operation on one of the joining relations to the plan just before the join operation. The grouping attributes of the early grouping/aggregation operation include the joining attributes of the two relations. The partial early grouping transformation can be derived from the eager count transformation of [18] .
More specifically, consider the relations R1(A, C, M) and R2(C, D), where A, C, M and D are disjoint sets of attributes. Figure 3 shows two evaluation plans over R1 and R2. The evaluation plans comprise two kinds of nodes: operation nodes representing operations, and relation nodes representing input relations, intermediate relations and result relations. Operation nodes are depicted by small circles and are labeled by operators, and relation nodes are shown by bigger circles and may be labeled by relation names. These evaluation plans are equivalent. A necessary condition for this equivalence is that the FD C → D holds on R2. The set of attributes M is shown as a single attribute M in the figure but, in general, it can be a set of attributes. In this case, the aggregated attributes agg(M ) and agg(M ) are sets of aggregated attributes. The basic idea is that because C functionally determines D in R2, all the tuples after the join operation, in the plan of Figure 3(a) , that have the same combination of values for the attributes in AC also have the same combination of values for the attributes in AD. Therefore, the attributes in AC can be used as grouping attributes in an early grouping/aggregation operation on R1 without affecting the final result. The tuples produced by this operation are further grouped on the attributes of AD and aggregated after the join operation by a late grouping/aggregation operation to produce the final result.
The set of attributes A can be an empty set. In this case, only relation R2 contributes to the grouping attributes of the grouping/aggregation operation that follows the join. This simplified partial early grouping transformation can be also derived from the simple coalescing transformation of [3] . Adding an early grouping/aggregation operation might reduce the number of input tuples to the join operation, and thus reduce the cost of the join operation and the cost of the subsequent (late) grouping/aggregation operation. This gain must be balanced against the cost of the early grouping/aggregation operation for the whole transformation to be beneficial. However, if relation R1 is sorted on the attributes in CA (for instance, because the join operation is implemented as a merge join) the early grouping/aggregation can be performed at no extra I/O cost. Further, the relation resulting by this operation is still sorted on the same attributes and this interesting order can be exploited in performing the join operation. Therefore, if relation R1 is sorted on the attributes in CA the transformation is beneficial for the overall I/O cost of the evaluation plan.
The second transformation is called early tuple pruning. It is applied to an evaluation plan of the form of Figure 3(b) , where an aggregated attribute is further restricted to exceed (or not to exceed) a certain threshold v. Consider, for instance, the evaluation plan of Figure 4(a) . If the conditions for the attribute M and the aggregate function agg shown in Figure 4 hold, this plan can be equivalently transformed to the one of Figure 4(b) . The basic idea is that, under certain conditions, if an aggregated value of an attribute does not meet a given threshold, an aggregated value of the same attribute produced by a coarser grouping does not meet the threshold either. Therefore, the corresponding tuples are excluded from further consideration at an early state of the computation.
Checking whether an aggregated value does not meet a given threshold can be done at no extra I/O cost and thus the early tuple pruning transformation is always beneficial to the overall I/O cost of the evaluation plan. If a large number of tuples do not meet the threshold, this transformation can substantially reduce the overall cost of the evaluation plan.
The third transformation is called total early grouping. This transformation results by modifying the partial early grouping transformation when an additional FD holds. It allows a grouping/aggregation operation to be moved past a join operation. Consider the evaluation plan of Figure  3 and assume that the FD D → C additionally holds on R2. Figure 5 shows the total early grouping transformation. The total early grouping transformation can be derived from the Group-by Push Down transformation of [17, 18] . Set A can be empty in which case the transformation is called simplified total early grouping transformation.
If relation R1 is sorted on the attributes in CA the early grouping/aggregation operation can be performed at no I/O cost. Since this operation might reduce the number of input tuples to the join operation, it is beneficial to the overall I/O cost of the evaluation plan. We omit the proof of the validity of the transformations because of lack of space. Notice, that all the transformations can be applied to a sequence of join operations in an evaluation plan.
THE QUERY EVALUATION PLAN
We show in this section how the new query evaluation plan for multidimensional aggregation queries can be constructed. We describe this plan in five steps. Before presenting these steps, we provide some definitions. An attribute of a dimension We use a general multidimensional aggregation query as a running example. Consider a four dimensional schema with dimension tables D1, D2, D3 and D4 and let their highest hierarchy levels be k1 = k2 = 3 , k3 = 4, and k4 = 2. We assume for the measure M of the fact table F that M ≥ 0. The example query is as follows: The query evaluation plan for this query, along with the different steps is shown in Figure 6 . Pipelined operations are shown with dotted ovals. In this case, the corresponding temporary results are not stored on the disk.
Step 1: Computation of ranges of compound surrogate attributes. In this step we apply the range operator to the compound index Ii of each dimension Figure 6 .
Step 2: Restriction of the dimension tables. If a dimension table Di needs to be accessed, the primary index on the compound surrogate attribute Ci of the Di is used to retrieve the tuples that satisfy the condition li ≤ Ci ≤ ui. Those of these tuples that satisfy the condition c In the plan of Figure 6 , only dimensions D1 and D3 need to be accessed.
Step 3: Application of the tetris operator. In the example of Figure 6 , the operator t [[l1, u1] Step 4: Join, Grouping/Aggregation, and filtering of aggregated tuples. In this step we join the selected fact table tuples from Step 3 with tuples from the joining dimension tables and then group and aggregate the resulting tuples and filter aggregated tuples. Non-joining dimension tables that contain non-projected grouping hierarchy attributes need not be joined with tuples derived from the fact tables since the compound surrogate attributes in the fact table can be used for grouping operations. The dimension tables are considered for the join in the order of appearance of their compound surrogate attributes in the set C of the Tetris operator. All the joins are performed on relations that are sorted on their join attributes and are implemented as merge joins. In addition, the application of the transformations of the previous section allows for early grouping/aggregation operations before the joins and an early pruning of the aggregated tuples. The simplified partial (or total) early grouping transformation always places a grouping /aggregation operation before the first join operation and just after the Tetris operation. Since the fact table tuples resulting by the Tetris operation are sorted on the compound surrogate attributes of the dimension tables, this operation can be performed at no extra I/O cost. It can also be pipelined with the Tetris oper-ation from the previous step. The tuples resulting by the first early grouping/aggregation operation are still sorted on the compound surrogate attributes of the dimension tables. Since the dimension tables are sorted on their compound surrogate attributes, the subsequent join operation can be performed efficiently as a merge join. Depending on the case, the partial or total early grouping transformations place grouping/aggregation operations before other join operations. A preceding sorting operation on the grouping attributes allows both the grouping/aggregation operation and the following merge join operation to be performed efficiently.
In the plan of Figure 6 , the fact table tuples are joined with the dimension tables D1, D2, and D3. Since C Step 5: Final projection and sorting. In the final step, the tuples from Step 4 are projected (duplicates are retained) on the projected grouping attributes and sorted. The projection operation can be pipelined with the grouping/aggregation and selection operation from Step 4. The sorting may exploit the sort order resulting from Step 4.
In the example of Figure 6 , the sorting operation can exploit the fact that the input tuples are already sorted on F 
CONCLUSION
Recently, a new star schema for multidimensional databases is suggested that clusters hierarchically the fact table with respect to multiple dimensions. Evaluation plans for multidimensional aggregation queries over this schema implement the expensive star-join operation of traditional evaluation plans as a multidimensional range restriction on the fact table followed by joins with the dimension tables. The multidimensional hierarchical clustering of the fact table allows eager aggregation transformations to be applied to these plans which were not possible in a traditional evaluation of these queries. We have presented a number of transformations that allow grouping/aggregation operations to be partially or totally pushed past join operations and transformations that allow the pruning of aggregated tuples. We have shown how these transformations can be exploited in constructing a new query evaluation plan for multidimensional aggregation queries over multidimentional hierarchically clustered star schemas. The new plan improves previous ones since it can perform a grouping and aggregation operation before every join operation, if necessary, and excludes aggregated tuples from further consideration at an early stage of the computation of a query.
We believe that the evaluation plan for multidimentional aggregation queries presented here should be incorporated to query optimizers for OLAP queries. The query optimizer should also decide, based on a cost model and statistical information, about the order of joining the (restricted) dimension tables with the tuples derived from the fact table as this is determined by the Tetris operator. There are three, possibly rival, factors that affect this decision: (a) the performance of the Tetris operator for different orderings of the compound surrogate attributes of the joining dimensions, (b) the number and the size of the imported attributes of each joining dimension (if any), and (c) the number of aggregated tuples an produced by an early grouping/aggregation operation. Step 1
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